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Our vision is to contribute to a connected, resilient and sustainable community by promoting a sense
of community belonging and providing resources, tools and space in response to community issues.

PURPOSE
The purposes of the association are—
1. To facilitate an environment in which community members are able to develop responses to their
own needs.
2. To facilitate the development of programs that are responsive to the needs of local residents.
3. To function as a resource, information and referral focus within the local community and, subject
to the resources being available, to support the production of a community newspaper.
4. To address social inequalities and increase life opportunities for people who are disadvantaged, by
encouraging the development of self-help and skills development activities, social interaction and
participation.
5. To foster community development programs which involve active participation initiatives of the
members themselves in addressing issues of the wider community.
6. To encourage and promote the development of community networks.
7. To provide educational, social, cultural, environmental and support activities.
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MEETING PAPERS
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2016
In accordance with the Constitution of the association notice is hereby given that the 40 th Annual
General Meeting of The Centre will be held at 6 pm Monday 26 September 2016 at the club rooms
Australian Legion of Ex-Servicemen and Women North and West Melbourne Branch 16 Little
Errol Street North Melbourne.

AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Welcome
Attendance and Apologies
Confirmation of the Minutes of the 2014-15 AGM
Receive the Management Committee Annual Report 2015-2016
Election of 3 persons for a three year term (2016 to 2019) to be members of the Management
Committee. Nominations for membership of the Management Committee close at 5 pm
Sunday 25 September 2016.
6. Annual Financial Report year ended 30 June 2016 in accordance with Section 94 of the
Associations Incorporation Reform Act 2012.
7. Determine the annual subscription and date for payment thereof.
8. Appointment of an Auditor or Auditors
The provisions of the Act allow for our accounts to be reviewed rather than audited however it
is RECOMMENDED:
THAT Mr Eugene Odachowski of J.P. Hardwick & Associates be re- appointed independent
auditors for The Centre for the period 2016-17.
9. General Business
At the discretion of the Chairman
Provision is made for members to appoint a proxy for the meeting and any special resolution.
Members of the public are invited to attend as observers subject to the direction of the Chairman.
The reports will be publicly available on our website www.centre.org.au progressively from 2
September 2016.
Michael J Halls
Director and Returning Officer
26 August 2016
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MINUTES 2015
Minutes of the 39th Annual General Meeting of The Centre: Connecting Community in North and
West Melbourne Inc. held at 6 pm on Monday 14 September 2015 in the Club Rooms, Legion of
Australian Ex Servicemen and Women Little Errol Street North Melbourne.

1.

Welcome
The meeting opened at 6:08 pm with welcomes by the Chairman and the Director.

2.

Attendance and Apologies
The following apologies were received and accepted:
Perla Gerlic
Nancy Lane
Raphaelle Race
The following members of the Management Committee were present:
Doone Clifton (Treasurer)
Lorna Hannan (Vice Chairman)
Karl Hessian (Chairman)
Bill Liddy
Kath McPherson
Ben O’Connor
Malcolm Peacock
Margaret Wood (Secretary)
The Constitution of The Centre requires that the quorum for an AGM must be 10% of current
members (101). There were 19 members (more than 10%) and 3 visitors present. (Refer the
attached attendance sheets.)
The Secretary reported the proxy votes that had been submitted

3.

Confirmation of the Minutes of the 2013-14 AGM
The minutes of the 2013-14 AGM held on 29 September 2014 had been circulated. A hard copy
version of the Minutes was available to all members present and in electronic form at
www.centre.org.au as a part of the Annual Report. It was RESOLVED:
THAT the minutes of the 2014-15 Annual General Meeting of The Centre be confirmed as a correct
record.

4.

Receive the Management Committee Annual Report 2014-2015
A hard copy version of the Annual Report was available to all members present and in electronic
form on The Centre website.
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The Chairman, Mr Karl Hessian’s presentation is attached to the original of the minutes). The
Chairman outlined a busy year for the volunteers and the staff. He thanked all individually but in
particular extended his acknowledgement of Lorna Hannan who retires from the committee at
this AGM. Karl thanked Lorna for her industrious, intelligent and clever support. She has been
inspirational to work with and her efforts have contributed to the survival of The Centre.
The Director, Michael J Halls also thanked the wide range of volunteers who support The Centre
and praised the supportive and dedicated staff of The Centre.
Members and visitors raised no questions at this time.
It was RESOLVED:
THAT the Annual Report 2014-2015 as presented be received.

5.

Election of 3 persons to be members of the Management Committee
Copies of the Rules of the Association were available for all present. The Returning Officer
declared the following persons elected unopposed:
For a three year term:
Bill Liddy
Ben O’Connor
As the Constitution provides for a Management Committee to consist of 9 persons, the Returning
Officer declared one casual vacancy to be filled by the Management Committee in due course.
At its first meeting the Management Committee will elect from amongst its members persons to
fill the office bearer positions of
• Chairman
• Vice Chairman
• Secretary and
• Treasurer.

6.

Annual Financial Report year ended 30 June 2015 in accordance with Section 94 of
the Associations Incorporation Reform Act 2012
The Treasurer, Ms Doone Clifton, presented the financial overview contained in the Annual
Report. A hard copy version of the fully audited Annual Financial Report was available to all
members present and in electronic form at www.centre.org.au. She indicated that we had ‘turned
a corner’ with a stable funding base no longer reliant on one source of income. She was pleased to
support that the equity listed in the report was ‘all ours’ not made up of provisions or grants in
advance. It had been a long haul and she was pleased to present the report for consideration.
Members sought clarification of the pie charts contained within the report as they were colour
coded but in small print.
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It was RESOLVED:
THAT the Annual Financial Report year ended 30 June 2015 be received and accepted.

7.

Determine the annual subscription and date for payment thereof
In terms of clause 12 of the Rules of the Association it was RESOLVED:
THAT the annual subscription for 2015-16 be $0.00 (zero) and that the date for the subscription
period commence on 1 October 2015 until 30 September 2016.

8.

Appointment of an Auditor or Auditors
The provisions of the Act allow for our accounts to be reviewed rather than audited however the
Management Committee proposed and it was RESOLVED:
THAT Mr Eugene Odachowski of J.P. Hardwick & Associates Unit 7, 617-643 Spencer Street West
Melbourne, VIC 3003 be re appointed for a second term as independent auditors for The Centre
for the period 2014-15.

9.

General Business
An Address by the Honorary Life Member Mrs Lorna Hannan
Lorna used a walk through the history of the district to identify the rich diversity and background
of our community, of the ‘layers’ that have come to live in North and West Melbourne each
making it what it feels today. She indicated the strong sense of commitment to community and a
wish that all belong is the life blood of district and The Centre. She thanked the association for the
great honour of life membership and hoped that members of the community would learn from the
past and that future members would learn from us.
The committee had received no further proposals for honorary life membership at this time.
The Chairman thanked our venue host, the Legion, and the members, staff and volunteers and
invited members and guests to stay and join in the hospitality of The Centre.
The meeting closed at 6:45 pm
Chairman
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CHAIRMAN’S PRESENTATION
Welcome everybody. You will find the Chair's report inside this year’s Annual Report, but I would
like to take this opportunity to add to that.
I am pleased to say that The Centre continues to be well governed with a clear delineation between
operational matters that are the Directors responsibility and the oversight of those operations
which is the responsibility of the committee. It is now two years since The Centre adopted a new
constitution and I am pleased to report that it is working well for the organisation.
Consistent with the constitution the committee of management meets monthly to receive financial
and Director reports, as well as receive and accept changes to the register of members, policies,
and more recently to the risk management framework.
Financially The Centre is in a good position, and we'll hear more from Doone, our Treasurer
shortly on that, but I'd just like to bring your attention to two significant developments over the
last year that have had a positive impact on the work of the committee.
First, we changed our book keeping software package and this has assisted us greatly on the
timeliness and quality of recording and reporting financial information;
Second, the Inner North Cluster, or INC for short, was formally separated out of The Centre and
now operates out of the newly refurbished Kensington Town Hall. This is a fantastic development
and one worth commenting on. Simply, the Inner North Cluster is a joint venture that was set up
by The Centre and Neighbourhood House-like organisations around North Melbourne, Carlton,
Flemington and Kensington. You will find more information on the INC in the annual report but
basically its purpose is to allow for the central purchase of some of the behind the scenes functions
that we all have in common, such as contractual cleaning and payroll.
Over time the goal is for Cluster members to share other functions as well, such as marketing and
a common course enrolment platform. Having the Inner North Cluster located at Kensington is
good for all members of the cluster, and helps simplify the management of the accounts here at
The Centre.
I needed to talk about that because proper Governance is a necessity for an organisation such as
ours, and I don't want you to think that I don't think it is important because it is. However, to my
mind it is not the most important thing.
The most important thing is people, and as a service organisation, The Centre exists because of,
and for, people. This is the theme that runs right the way through the annual report. All the
activities and events in this report took place because of you; because you coordinated them;
because you volunteered; because you did the courses, rounded up the news stories, documented
them, photographed them, and published them.
You deserve to be congratulated and tonight we celebrate all that we've achieved and enjoyed this
last year, even if I don't know how some of you do what you do: I could never corral all the acts
and volunteers the way Emma McCashney did as festival director for Spring Fling last year; she
did a stellar job and I doubt few truly understand how huge and stressful an undertaking it is to do
such a thing. For me, the Global Homework Program is still the template for how you deliver that
service to a community and I thank Frances and Dan for everything they do there. The team at the
North and West Melbourne News continue to do us all proud with their production- everyone I
speak to in our community values that publication, just as they do the courses and classes and bus
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trips. All of that effort is coordinated by our fantastic staff: Bernadette, Michelle and Perla, you all
have our thanks.
The closer relationship of The Centre and Errols Angels has been a wonderful development over
the last few years. Errols Angels has really tapped into something in the community, and we are
very pleased to see them enjoy such great successes as last years Christmas Carols and this years
Night of Swing which was staggering in the scope and magnitude of its fundraising effort for the
Asylum Seeker Resource Centre and Trek Medic. Congratulations to Kath and everybody in the
Choir.
Similarly this years local ANZAC Day commemorations were a culmination of an effort that built
up over the last three years in association with the Legion. It wouldn't have worked if the
President of the League, Barry Slocombe, and his members hadn't been willing, it wouldn't have
worked if there hadn't been the organisational talent within The Centre, and it wouldn't have been
a success if it wasn't for the sustained efforts of people such as Bill Liddy over several years to
make it so. The local emphasis was critical. The enduring memory for me is the laneway and
Library displays produced by Lorna Hannan.
I hold each of our committee members in a high regard. You are well served by the collective
experience that they bring to meetings, and while our discussions are opinionated and sometimes
a bit pointed they are always considerate and respectful. It is my great pleasure to serve with each
of them. This year Lorna steps down as a committee member. Several years ago there was a
question mark over the future of The Centre. We have survived due to people such as Lorna. She is
industrious, intelligent and clever, very supportive and encouraging and whilst it won't be the
same with out her, she leaves us in good shape.
Finally I would like to thank our Director, Michael Halls, for all of the work that he puts into The
Centre. I am grateful that he is working with us and not somebody else. We are fortunate to have
him, and the community in North and West Melbourne is the richer for that.
Thank you.
Karl Hessian
Chairman
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OFFICERS’ REPORTS
CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
Last year at the AGM I emphasised the focus of The Centre “The most important thing is people, and
as a service organisation, The Centre exists because of, and for, people.” This mission continues to be
our motivation over the last 40 years.
I am very pleased to report that it has been another fruitful and successful year for The Centre.
Throughout this annual report you will see the full extent of the engagement of The Centre in the
community, whether it be in creating new partnerships or the strengthening of existing ones,
accredited training and course delivery, festivals, the News and more.
Builders
1925-1945
2015-16

13%

Boomers
1946-1964
2012-13

13.6%

2015-16

36%

Gen X
1965-1979
2012-13

35.2%

2015-16

24%

2012-13

19.9%

Gen Y
1980-1994

Gen Z
1995-Present

2015-16

2015-16

16%

2012-13

14.6%

8%

2012-13

15.3%

We are in the happy position to have a Director at The Centre who is tirelessly committed to our
community, and whose leadership has been much appreciated. We are equally fortunate to have a
wonderful and dedicated staff that work hard to ensure that everything that needs to happen does so,
and does so well.
As Chair I have had the privilege of working with a supportive and engaged committee of
management. It is a committee which has served The Centre well. Being a member of the committee is
a voluntary position and is often undertaken in addition to other contributions to The Centre.
Committee members live the purpose and values of the Centre and our organisation benefits because
of it.
This year our Treasurer, Doone Clifton, is standing down after five years in that role. She has been a
much valued member of the committee and since 1990 we have profited enormously from her skills,
life experience and wisdom. She can be rightly proud of the financial position that we are in as she
steps back from the role. I have found Doone to be thoughtful and insightful, and personally, as well
as on behalf of the committee, I thank her for everything she has done.
Finally, I am happy to report that the Centre is in good hands, in good financial standing, and in a
good place. Our prospects for the year ahead are bright and it is all due to the collective efforts of you,
the staff, tutors and volunteers. Thank you.
My best wishes to you all.
Karl Hessian
Chairman
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TREASURER’S REPORT
This is my last report as Treasurer (this time around) and I am very pleased to say The Centre is now
in far better shape than it was a few years ago. The efforts of Michael and the team have broadened
our income sources and trimmed costs. This will be an on-going struggle though as it appears all
sources of funding want to fund the shiny new exciting thing and are not interested in providing ongoing funding to programs that are proven. Coupled with the City of Melbourne’s consistent
underspending of the community sector of their budget, it means the efforts to gain funding will be
on-going.
The current position of solvency and sufficient funding to continue programs such as the Home Away
from Homework Club (formerly the Global Homework Program), Viva La Seniors, and the North and
West Melbourne News is something to be celebrated.
Many, many thanks to everyone who contributed and continues to contribute to our financial stability.
Doone Clifton
Treasurer

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW FOR THE YEAR ENDING 30 JUNE 2016
The summary breakdown of income and expenditure in comparison to previous years…

Top-line Results
Total Income

2010/11*
$
427,246

2011/12
$
380,349

2012/13*
$
351,192

2013/14*
$
431,295

2014/15*
$
468,903

2015/16*
$
522,804

Total Expenditure

419,666

274,139

482,760

466,419

405,149

471,489

Net surplus (deficit)

7,580

106,210

(131,568)

(35,124)

63,754

51,315

100,944

207,154

75,586

32,873

89,908

136,575

175,866

248,681

98,742

119,215

136,875

190,111

Net assets at end
Cash held at end

#

#

* Includes delivery of Spring Fling Street Festival during the period
# May include committed funds held for future use

Important notice:
Information used in this financial overview is extracted from the full financial report of The Centre: Connecting
Community in North & West Melbourne Inc. ("The Centre") for the year ended 30 June 2016.
For a complete understanding of the financial performance, financial position and activities of The Centre, the
full financial report should be referred to. The full financial report also includes a full description of the
accounting policies adopted by The Centre, and explanatory notes to the financial statements.
The full financial report, including the independent auditor's report, is available free of charge at
www.centre.org.au or on request from The Centre by calling 03-9328 1126 or emailing admin@centre.org.au
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AUDIT
The 2015 AGM appointed JP Hardwick and Associates, Chartered Accountants as its financial
auditors. Mr Eugene Odachowski ACA is the designated auditor. This is his second year of
appointment. The 2015-16 audit was carried out on 9 August 2016 and finalised over the subsequent
days.
The audit report included in the full financial statements which are available on our webpage,
confirms that our affairs have been presented fairly in accordance with the standards and regulations.
All financial management activity at The Centre is overseen by the Treasurer and the Vice Chairman.

FUNDING AGENCIES SPONSORS AND DONATIONS
CITY OF MELBOURNE
The Centre acknowledges and thanks the City of Melbourne for the grants it
received under the Community Services Funding Agreement 2014- 2018.
Council’s policy “acknowledges that Neighbourhood Houses are well
established in the community and continue to deliver programs with a focus
on local and vulnerable communities that align with Council’s community
funding outcomes. Council has identified Neighbourhood Houses as a
strategic partnership under the Community Funding Policy 2013.”
We are funded against a formula that is applied to all the neighbourhood houses
 Neighbourhood House / Learning Centre Base Funding $40,000
 Disadvantage Adjustment (based on SEIFA Index) $5,412
 Neighbourhood Adjustment ($3.50 p/p) $39,054
 Total Funding (adjusted by CPI) $84,466
The City has also made grants to The Centre for the Spring Fling (see separate report for details)
through the Events Partnership Program, and the Community Meals Subsidy Program which
contributes to our seniors inclusion activities.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
The Centre acknowledges and thanks the Department of Health and
Human Services Neighbourhood House Coordination Program for our
funding over the period 2015-2018. This grant funds The Centre to deliver
services “to improve the outcomes for people in Victoria particularly those who are vulnerable or
experiencing disadvantage”. Through the Neighbourhood House Coordination Program, the Victorian
Government provides recurrent funding to eligible neighbourhood houses, neighbourhood house
networks and the peak body, Neighbourhood Houses Victoria to support the coordination of a service
that provides community development activities.
This funding is based on a formula of program activity and outcomes reporting equivalent toy 1,040
hours (or 20 hours per week per annum) (adjusted by CPI) $53570 .

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING
The Victorian Government is committed to building a modern, high quality
vocational education system, which offers all Victorians the opportunity to
gain the skills they need and develop their capabilities. Through its policy
Learn Local: Focusing on the Future in 2013 it set out “the actions
Government will take to help the sector to sharpen its focus and improve
its sustainability and responsiveness. The strategy will apply the strengths
of Learn Local organisations to boost the sector’s capacity to deliver high-quality education services
11 
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and pathways to employment. It will assist the sector to keep pace with the evolving needs of
employers and students.”
The Centre is registered by the Victorian Registration and Qualifications Authority as Learn Local
Organisation number 20158 and was funded to deliver 6060 student contact hours (SCH) in 2015 (at
$7.19 per SCH) and again in 2016 (at $8.20 per SCH).
Under a common funding agreement we also received funding for a research trial and growth funding.
Separately we submitted for funds under the Capacity and Innovations Fund for our Learn Local
Careers Global project (see below). The Centre acknowledges and thanks the Department of
Education and Training for these funds.

FUNDRAISING/DONATIONS
ACNC
The Centre is a registered charitable institution with the Australian Charities and Not for Profits
Commission and receives certain tax concessions (GST concession, FBT rebate and income tax
exemption).

ANHCA
The Australian Neighbourhood Houses and Centres Association (ANHCA) Inc Public for DGR
(deductible gift recipient) assists eligible Neighbourhood Houses and Centres receive tax deductible
donations from individuals and businesses and apply for project funding from philanthropic trusts
and foundations. The ANHCA Public Fund for DGR is the vehicle The Centre uses to accept tax
deductible donations or apply for grants from philanthropic foundations/trusts and corporations
requiring DGR tax status.
It is overseen by the ANHCA. The listing of ANHCA Inc. for DGR Item 1 status in Division 30, section
30 -45 of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997, ensures donations of $2 or more to the ANHCA Public
Fund are tax deductible. The Fund has generously supported the Spring Fling Festival and at the
current time is assisting us with the fundraising program for the Home Away from Homework Club
and the job readiness Workout program.

Consumer Affairs Victoria
We are registered as a fundraiser with Consumer Affairs Victoria registration number 14033.

Spring Fling Sponsors and Friends
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The Centre has been the recipient of several donations of both money and in kind support over the
2015-2016 period:
Wool for Spring Fling
Toast provided catering for volunteers during the 2015 festival
Bakers Delight has been generous for several activities
Salvos provides items on a regular basis
The annual Biggest Morning Tea was well sponsored by Bakers Delight, Beatrix Café and Faces and
Places
Many prefer anonymous donations and we thank them for their generosity. We particularly like to
thank our friends
Dan Tuturas
Tianhong Wu
Sue Gertzel and the
North and West Melbourne Precinct Association.
Our Christmas Hamper fundraising activity brought in $330.
One friend in particular Pauline Bidwell used the Go Fund Me crowdfunding website
https://au.gofundme.com/ to raise $3212.42 for The Centre! We are so very appreciative of the many
people who supported Pauline. Here is what she planned.
Camino Walk
Hello, my name is Pauline Bidwell and I am 62 years old. For a number of years, I have been involved
with The Centre …
The Centre is a not for profit organisation and one of their activities is providing a Homework Club for
years 4 to 12, in conjunction with the North Melbourne Library. I started volunteering in 2009 to be
one of their homework tutors.
One of my posts from three years ago says it all:
"I really love Homework Club. When you explain to a kid how to do a Maths problem, and you can see
their face light up when they "get it", it's an awesome feeling.
As an example of year 6 homework, ONE + ONE = TWO. If T is the only odd number, what are the
values of the other letters?? (True example of year six work!) Glad to say that I was able to work it out
quick enough to be able to explain to them (the same day) how I got the answer. Are you as smart as a
Year Six?"
Most people that know me, know that I am leaving for Spain to walk what is known as the "Camino
Frances". It starts at St Jean Pied de Port (in France) and I hope to walk to Finisterre (in Spain), a
distance of about 885 kms.
A bit ambitious of me? Yes, probably, but I'd like to think that I could achieve that goal anyway. I
started training on the 18th of August 2015, about three and a half months after my sister died, and
during what I can only describe as an "annus horribilis".
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My health has improved with all the walking I am doing, but I am still plagued with sciatica and the
occasional flare-up from rheumatoid arthritis. In spite of that, I believe I can achieve my targets - both
walking and fundraising!
I thought it would be great if I could raise funds for the Homework Club, whilst doing something that I
really want to do. Every single dollar will be going towards the Homework Club, which is staffed by
dedicated volunteers like me, and many totally unlike me. All sorts of people become tutors.
The coordinator of the Programme, Frances McMillian, is a very dedicated teacher, who is able to
make the programme fun for the kids, teach them healthy eating habits and get some homework done.
Unfortunately, funding for the Programme has dried up and it needs money to continue, hence this
fundraising activity.
The biggest winners will be the students that we tutor. Most of them come from international
backgrounds and often have parents that are unable to help them with the intricacies of the English
language, or the wonders of mathematics, science, French and all the other wonderful subjects being
taught in the schools these days.
My personal journey starts on the 1st of May, and I arrive in Paris on the 5th of May. After a couple of
days indulging in the French cuisine, I will travel to Bayonne, stay with some fabulous friends in
Souraide (near Bayonne in the Pyrennes), before embarking on the trek from St Jean Pied de Port.
I estimate that it will take me about 45 days, probably more, to get to Finisterre (literally meaning the
end of the world), after arriving in Santiago de Compostela. I know it is very ambitious, but nothing
ventured, nothing gained!
Santiago de Compostela is the capital of northwest Spain’s Galicia region. It’s known as the
culmination of the Camino de Santiago pilgrimage route, and the alleged burial site of the apostle St.
James. His remains lie within the Catedral de Santiago de Compostela, consecrated in 1211, whose
elaborately carved stone facades open onto grand plazas within the medieval walls of the old town.
The Camino Finisterre, a lovely extension to the Camino de Santiago, takes only an additional three to
four days, to complete the pilgrimage to the medieval "end of the world."
This ancient medieval pilgrimage route, a total of 88 kilometres, was often taken after completing the
Way of St. James and a visit to the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela. Because Finisterre was
considered to be the end of the known world in the Middle Ages, it held special spiritual and physical
significance. And this significance seems to survive to this day
I am sure that the trip will be an amazing experience, as most people I know who have made the
pilgrimage keep telling me how much they want to return and do it again and how jealous they are of
me embarking on this trek.
Please share this link, and know that every single dollar raised (apart from the GoFundMe fees) will be
utilised by the Homework Programme to continue their fabulous work. Thank you for helping in any
way you can. I will be forever grateful for your generosity and best thoughts. The real winners will be
our students!
Pauline Bidwell
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DIRECTOR’S REPORT
When I was sitting at home trying to think of my focus for this fifth report I realized complimented by
the team of colleagues and friends we had said most of what I want to in the pages that follow. And
isn’t that the very essence of The Centre. It is greater than the sum of its parts. It is the aggregate of a
whole lot of little bits empowering everyone to create, invent and extend.
I want to record my sincere thanks and admiration for the staff and contractors that support The
Centre. We ask so much of you, the financial incentive is modest and yet you contribute above and
beyond. Let me give you one example; one contractor offered to undertake her activities at a reduced
rate to help get a new program started. Thank you all.
The financial result for the year is particularly satisfying as it represents several major changes for us:
all staff and volunteers have embraced the responsibility to raise income for The Centre whether by
grant seeking, or recruitment of participants; we not only started the year with a notional deficit but
we ended it with a healthy surplus; and we developed new programs and services which are promising
for the future. It certainly convinced me that the annual staff planning day is worth every
brainstormed idea! The team has often heard me refer to “thriving on chaos” and I thank Tom Peters
for his Handbook for a Management Revolution (1991).
This year also included my restructure of how we organize and deliver our functions. New or
revamped roles in Business and Operations, Community Development and ITC Administration have
contributed to our success.
It is usual for me to include a comment on initiatives for the coming year, 2016-2017, and they are






Implement the Funding the Future fundraising project across the whole organization
Extend our service and program delivery to greater levels in Kensington and Docklands
Increase the base Learn Local pre accredited vocational education and training delivery
Consolidate our new social enterprise trading initiative
Auspice increasing numbers of local community groups and collectives who want to build the
capacity of our communities.

I write this report just days before a major holiday. I will be back refreshed and full of new ideas.
Michael J Halls
Director
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ACTIVITIES COURSES AND PROGRAMS
ART
In late May 2016 we recommenced the adult Art program, a program in which “the process of
engaging creativity through art making within a therapeutic framework will support you to further
develop an integrated sense of self, greater confidence and self awareness. These are the tools that can
help support you through your everyday life. There is no artistic skill required as we will focus on the
process and not the product. This is a client centred approach."

BUSINESS LIAISON
The Centre explores how identified community needs might be addressed and whether this is a
unique local issue or part of a wider emerging need by partnering with other community organisations
and the various levels of government, local businesses and philanthropic organisations. We continue
to be an active member and supporter of the North and West Melbourne Precinct Association (the
local chamber of commerce) by providing resources such as event management skills, technology,
information and communication support and use of facilities. We do this through our recently
established social enterprise company.
During the year we also participated in the Victorian Government's Department of Economic
Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources Small Business Bus program which visited North
Melbourne in March 2016. The Bus is a specially-outfitted Mercedes Benz Sprinter van that delivered
five free mentoring sessions to current and prospective small business owners. Given the large
concentration of small businesses in the City of Melbourne the demand exceeded the five sessions on
offer and the program used our multipurpose room to conduct additional sessions on the day. We
thank the City of Melbourne for this referral.

CAREERS
In 2015 we received funding from the Department of Education and Training though the Adult
Community and Further Education Board to develop an idea – Learn Local Careers Global
The project aims over an 18 month period to achieve the following outcomes:
 An assessment of what is currently available
 Easily accessible resources for both self help and directed assistance
 The right staff with shared values and the necessary expertise are available in all the participating
Learn Locals
 Learning plans are modified to incorporate a career development element
 Referral mechanisms to specialist support will be simplified and consistent
 Improved engagement through new learner pathways for participants
 Enhanced professional practices among teachers working with adult students
 Provision of greater access to local learners that currently face barriers to accessing education and
training and employment services
The Learn Local Careers Global project incorporates our Employability Skills learning programs (see
below). Ongoing development has included
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professional development for the project worker through completion of the Certificate IV in
Career Development and a Forklift Licence and
Keeping informed with subscriptions to online newsletters regarding current career development
and regularly checking relevant websites such as:
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My name is Ray.
In early 2015, I was living in country Victoria and working full-time. After a family
illness, I chose to re-locate back to Melbourne to be closer to family. However, my
employer was reluctant to be co-operative, so I resigned and relocated back to
Melbourne. Unfortunately, after two months, I was a victim of a domestic dispute
with a family member, and was forced into homelessness. I had some serious bodily
injuries and suddenly a very fragile mindset.
In June 2015, I was advised to visit a housing referral centre, which was happy to
help me out with some accommodation. I was then recommended to the Salvation
Army Crisis Accommodation Centre, known as Flagstaff, in North Melbourne.
Unsure of what I was getting in to, my mindset and confidence was very low; I
found the staff and social workers to be very supportive of my needs and very
helpful. Whilst at Flagstaff, my stay being approximately 7 weeks, I enrolled in a
computer course, run by a worker named Steve and a trainer (Louise) from The
Centre, a neighbourhood house in Errol St.
I found Steve and Louise to be an enormous supports for me, through building a
resume, job hunting or just general computer advice and education. I also found the
social work student, Cathy, to be a fantastic benefit to myself and my needs.
I found throughout my stay, the team were very good to the residents, whether it
was a recreation trip to the movies, sports competitions etc. or a simple coffee and a
chat. There was also a nurse available most days, as well a Centrelink
representative. The centre was very well-organised, security was paramount and
rooms were generally clean. I never felt like I had to deal with everything alone.
As someone who had never experienced homelessness before, it was quite an eyeopener, but the staff were fantastic and very patient with some of the men who
obviously had some issues.

o
http://
www.jobguide.thegood
guides.com.au/Usefullinks
o
https:/
/cica.org.au/
o
http://
www.liveinvictoria.vic.
gov.au/working-andemployment/find-ajob-in-melbourne-andvictoria/how-to-applyfor-a-job-invictoria#.VlOWXYrJD9
http://www.glenmorep
kh.schools.nsw.edu.au/
documents/8338798/8
350601/USEFUL%20C
AREER%20WEBSITE
S%2013.pdf

Liaising with
Kensington
Neighbourhood House
to run a course to teach
the communication
skills side of: ‘Prepare
to work in warehousing
(Forklift Licence)’.

After the 7 weeks, I was re-located to another Salvation Army facility, The Open
Door, in North Melbourne. It had similar structures to Flagstaff, but was a bit more
laid back. Once again, every Tuesday, Steve from Flagstaff, would come over and
help us with more computer education and job seeking support. The workers at The
Open Door was fantastic, very approachable and very supportive, especially the
chaplain. Eventually I got a job in a supermarket and was able to get housing
nearby through a group called Magpies Nest.
I cannot speak highly enough of these people who commit their time and effort to
help the men like me who are homelessness.
My story shows how easily people can fall into homelessness. Contrary to
perceptions, I was not into drugs, alcohol or crime. I just had a run of bad luck.
And now in 2016, I am still working in retail 25-30 hours per week and living in
transitional housing. I am as healthy in body and mind as I have been in the past a
few years. I am even currently looking for private rental, my in the next step of my
life. And all this is because of the Salvation Army and community groups helping
me get back on my feet.
To all of you at the Salvation Army and The Centre, thank you so very much for all
your time, effort and your support. And to any person out there battling to get your
life back: Never give up and have faith in these support workers. I think they are
awesome!!!
Take care, Ray.

Progress has been slow
but successful
outcomes for the
participants have been
great as the following
case study in this
report illustrates.
Our project worker has
reported the following
success working with
Stephen Callander
from The Salvation
Army Adult Services
Flagstaff JSAT- Job
Support and Training
Program who has
advised “I just saw
Ramon who is pleased
and excited about
getting a job offer at
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Woolies new store in Nth Coburg and a housing offer in Northcote. His induction starts in a couple of
weeks so he has time to sort out his other matters, super, legal challenge against xxxxx, etc. Thanks for
your support for Ray, he is very grateful and glad that your assistance has helped him move forward.”
Louise Cindric our project worker observed “I had been working with Ramon for quite a few weeks,
helping him with his resume and cover letters, searching for jobs online and giving interview tips. He
had the skills; he just needed to package it all together. There were a few jobs he missed out on, but he
kept on applying. This is great news and it’s great to know that the program is making a difference.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
HOMELESSNESS AND LONELINESS
The Centre’s Involvement with people experiencing homelessness dates form our leadership in
facilitating the establishment of the North West Melbourne Homelessness Action Group (HAG) in
2006.
The Centre has recently renewed its link with HAG and is represented on this community-based
group, committed to fostering stronger community relations, identifying service delivery gaps and
challenges impacting on the local community and working towards locally based solutions in North
and West Melbourne.
In addition, The Centre has a number of clients who are experiencing homelessness and use it as a
drop-in Centre, accessing facilities such as toilets and free tea and coffee, as well as information and
assistance with such matters as where to vote in the recent Federal Election and completing the recent
Census.

SPANISH LANGUAGE FIESTA
Our first annual Spanish Language Fiesta was held on Saturday 23rd April 2016 from 10:00 am to
6:00 pm. It aimed to connect and celebrate the vast community of Spanish speaking people in
Melbourne. This event was developed to honour the famous author Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra
who is a key historical figure in the development of the Spanish language. Through music, dance, art
and literature we brought a key cultural and public event to North Melbourne's historic George
Johnson Lane, situated between the North Melbourne Town Hall and the public library.
A total of 40 people volunteered to help make this first Fiesta a fantastic success and we attracted
more than 1000 people across the day
Around 15 stallholders, participants, performers and food trucks all of them native Spanish speakers
with an established involvement in this community in Melbourne participated. We were strongly
supported by








North Melbourne Library
Consulate General of Spain in Melbourne
The Australian Legion of Ex-Servicemen & Women
North and West Melbourne News
United Spanish and Latin-American Welfare Centre
City of Melbourne and its
Arts House.

Activities during the day included:
 Book swap
 Arts and crafts
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Storytelling
Photo booth
Guacamole workshop
Dance workshops
Tourist information
Artisan Jewelry selling
Music, food and entertainment

The official opening of the Fiesta was generously performed by the Consul General of Spain in
Melbourne, Juan Carlos Gafo Acevedo
The Fiesta was made possible by a grant from the Victoria
Multicultural Commission (VMC). In February 2016 an
application was made during an extended funding round
of the VMC’s Large Festivals and Events grant, for events
being held between 1 Jan 2016 – 30 June 2016. This
application was successful and The Centre was granted
$9000 as a contribution to the overall cost of running this
first Spanish Language Fiesta.
Due to the success of the event and success receiving
funding from the VMC this year, we have submitted
another application for the grant in the 2016-17 financial
year round. As our objective is to significantly expand the
size and community impact of the Fiesta in its 2nd year,
we have requested an increased amount for the second
Fiesta to be held in March 2017.
But of course such an event relies on a large amount of
funding. To assist with the operating costs of this not for
profit activity, we asked members of the community for a
gold coin donation as they entered George Johnson Lane. This was requested as a general donation for
people entering the event site and was not compulsory. A total of $543.25 was taken on the day and
we are truly grateful for their benevolence
Participant feedback summarized the outcomes and successes of the Fiesta as:












Fostered connections between the growing Spanish speaking community in Melbourne and the
greater community
Encouraged harmony and acceptance of multiculturalism and diversity through education,
togetherness and celebration
Promoted upcoming Spanish programs at The Centre and North Melbourne Library
Promoted North Melbourne as a precinct for premier cultural and community events
Gave a platform to and promoted local Spanish language, dance and music schools
Shared Spanish literature, resources and contacts between people in the community and those
learning about it
Supported partnering between organisations
Provided ‘free’, participative activities and a family atmosphere
Empowered sustained connections within the community
Raised an interest in the community in getting involve in the Fiesta and in activities involving the
community
Facilitated media coverage in particular social media attention, for example
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o
o
o

Weekend notes
So in Love with Melbourne
Video by Javier M. Catano from Callejero TV

Statistics from Facebook show that the event page reached 3500 Facebook users and received direct
engagement through Likes, Shares and Comments from 804 people via this platform. We would
particularly like to thank Mr Javier M. Cataño [jamcat1@gmail.com ] volunteer Videographer for the
Spanish Language Fiesta. His video is published on Facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/585245011641448/videos/585426708289945/

Two children from Hong Kong joined in the guacamole making workshop
The mother had tried many times to make her children eat avocado as she knows it’s a very nutritional
vegetable, but she had failed as the children didn’t like the flavour. Despite this they decided to join
the guacamole making workshop, where the two kids learned how to make guacamole. They smashed
the avocado, mixed the ingredients and then ate it with corn chips. To her surprise the kids loved it.
She couldn’t believe she finally found a way to get them to eat avocado, and what’s best is that they
now know how to make it themselves.
Australian children learning Spanish
As a family day, dad and children went to a local church service and saw the event happening when
walking past, so decided to join-in. The Spanish Language Fiesta was a good opportunity to practice
the Spanish they have been learning from Duolingo, and which they are trying to practice by
themselves at home. They were excited about saying words in Spanish and mentioned their favourite
one Gracias!
A Chinese family got into Spanish and Latin America culture
Without knowing Spanish, a little girl with her parents went through all the activities of the Spanish
Language Fiesta. They joined the Spanish storytelling, made maracas and danced. Now after their
great experiences on this day in North Melbourne, new words, sounds and colours have been added to
their knowledge of Spanish & Latin American culture.

Young Jordanian guy interested in Spanish activities
Catching up with friends at the Spanish Language Fiesta was the plan for some attendees on the day.
After walking around George Johnson Lane and enjoying the festivities, they heard about the
guacamole making workshop and thought why not join in. Learning how to make guacamole was
something else to add to his list of knowledge about Spanish culture, which has also lead him to learn
salsa and visit Latin events in the past. After learning more about the Fiesta, he now wants to get more
involved and keep participating in further activities related to this culture.
A young Colombian girl relived her culture
Just a few months after arriving to Melbourne, this attendee found out about the Spanish Language
Fiesta happening in North Melbourne. She came along with her Australian partner and spent the
whole day in George Johnson Lane. Not only was she able to introduce him to the taste of arepas, she
also taught him how to dance salsa and shared some stories. She was very thankful to The Centre for
opening this space, in which she had a real and a closer feeling of her culture. At the event she found
the means to share that embedded part of Latin America with someone special and helped him better
understand the importance of her cultural heritage.
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DOCKLANDS
The Centre has been running programs in the Docklands precinct since 2006 and has identified a
number of emerging needs for the community in that ‘suburb’. Over the ten year period our impact
has been fractured and inconsistent. During 2015- 2016 we commenced a planned service delivery
approach and will be seeking the support of the Department of Health and Human Services to further
this initiative. We seek to pilot a neighborhood house and learn local organization in Docklands. We
believe that the residents and community of Docklands would benefit from this type of community
centre and that we are uniquely positioned to successfully auspice the running of it.

KENSINGTON
Our engagement with the Kensington Town Hall has been
minimal during the reporting period. We have however promoted
a new Venue and Facilities Management course for Term 4- 2016
which has had strong response from the community. There will
no doubt be more to report in 2017.

COMMUNITY USER GROUPS
‘Shop 58’ regularly hosts a number of community groups and organisations through out the year for
example




Victoria Body Corporate Service Pty Ltd regularly holds its Strata committee meetings in the
multipurpose room
Melbourne City Mission Palliative Care also use our facilities on average twice a term for local
resident interviews
We were pleased to assist the North West Melbourne Association with some photocopying for its
Errol Street Improvement Survey. (The Centre is a member of NWMA.)

FOUNDATION SKILLS
CHILDREN AND YOUTH: HOME AWAY FROM HOMEWORK CLUB
We have been very luck to receive so much support this year. Our thanks in particular goes to the
Helen Macpherson Smith Trust for a grant to enable us to pursue the Funding the Future project to
develop a sustainable funding strategy ensuring the viability of the Home Away From Homework
Club (formerly the Global Homework Program).
Progress at the end of the financial year included:










a fundraising and development plan
a new brand and new Logo
a review of our data bases (almost finished)
“Ask Materials” finished (3 versions… letter, brochure, email message)
Graphic designer support
Article in North and West Melbourne News
Window displays at The Centre and in the North Melbourne Library
Students made individual badges with the logo
A crowdfunding video has been planned, scripted and is planned for release ( filming scheduled
for July, editing and release in August)
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All participating families, schools and organizations have supported the new direction and
developments.
The project has already generated some great fundraising initiatives:



One of our past tutors is “Walking The Camino “ and is giving the money she raises to the
Home Away From Homework Club. (See story above.)
Errols Angels Community Choir is donating the proceeds of their annual concert to Home
Away From Homework Club. The homework club coordinator and her son will MC the
concert, and Tim Nguyen one of our past students and tutors is arranging a performance by
the young music students that his Youth Charity (LACSI) teaches. At time of reporting we are
trying to organise a group of students from the Homework Club to participate in the concert

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
Core Skills for Work
Over the past 2 terms at The Salvation Army Adult Services Flagstaff JSAT- Job Support and Training
Program we have had 16 men come through the program all at various levels of ability and all but a
few have moved out to other accommodation.
The main topics we have been working on are:
•
Basic computer skills
•
Setting up email
•
Internet basics
•
Job searching online
•
Enrolments in suitable certificate courses to
update their employability skills
•
Creating Resumes and Cover letters
•
Applying for jobs online
•
Practicing interviewing skills
•
Connections on where to get suitable clothing
Due to the itinerant nature of the clients we have not been able to follow up with most of them.
Throughout our program we have tried to fill the gaps in programs by Job Active Service providers.
Our aim is to get all of the participants that are in our program to be as self sufficient as possible. They
have the final say as to what is on the resume and in their application, they are taught how to update
it, package it up in a display folder, together with their certificates, if any, and also keep a copy on
their email and USB.
One of our crisis accommodation students has written:
‘Things are looking up. Working 25-30 hrs at Woolworths, in a supervisory role. Currently searching
private rental.’

Prepare for Work
The Workout Program, based on the Certificate I in Vocational Preparation, is a job
seeking/readiness program for offenders transitioning into the community. The program aims to
provide job seeking, interview, employability and work readiness skills to men currently incarcerated
in the Judy Lazarus Transition Centre (JLTC), a corrections facility in West Melbourne. Literacy
skills, computer skills, self confidence, personal effectiveness and communication skills will develop
while participants are preparing and engaging in all aspects of the job search process. Tasks include
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self assessment, matching job ads, writing resumes, cover letters and job applications. A mock job
interview is included. The IT component covers e-mail and internet use for job seeking and word
processing. Workplace laws (rights and responsibilities) are also examined.
Over the past 2 terms the IT component had 12 men come through, all at various levels of ability and
all have completed their course.
The main topics covered were:
•
Basic computer skills
•
Setting up email
•
Internet basics
•
Job searching online
•
Investigating suitable certificate courses to update their employability skills
•
Creating Resumes and Cover letters
•
Learning how to apply for jobs online
•
Practicing interviewing skills
Due to the restrictions of the clients’ status we have not been able to follow up with any of them. We
have heard about some of the earlier students. The information technology module continues to build
the self-esteem of the JLTC participants as they often state ‘they are treated like normal people’ when
they come to The Centre. We are trialing one student in a private lesson. We will be having discussions
with JLTC to discuss putting on an extra class for them just concentrating on the IT content without
vocational preparation elements.

HEALTH AND WELLBEING
INTRODUCTION TO HEALTH STUDIES
The Health Studies program is a set of modules that combine social inclusion and civics with
experiential learning across a range of topics. This year we concentrated on nutrition and healthy
eating, gentle exercise and weight management, mental health and well being. The field trips looked at
conservation, history, art and culture as well as contributing to health and well being. This program is
especially successful for the senior members of our community.
Active at Any Age is the module that focuses on eating a healthy diet,
keeping active and staying ‘young at heart’ whatever your age. It met
from 10 to 12 at the North Melbourne Library on the second and third
Tuesdays of the month during school terms, and complemented the
nutrition and mental health morning teas on the first Tuesday and
field trips on the fourth Tuesday.
The aim of the program was to provide an opportunity for
participants, mostly seniors from many different cultures and backgrounds, to
•
discuss a range of health issues related to successful ageing
•
participate in different types of gentle exercise that could also be done at home without the
need for specialised equipment
•
taste a variety of nutritious foods that are readily available at local markets or shops
•
socialise, develop friendships and exchange information with other participants.
Each session started by talking about a current, topical health issue—often one that had been featured
in the news or was trending on the internet. If possible, we related it to how we could change our own
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behaviour to improve our health—for example, by doing more walking and less sitting, by choosing
products or cooking with less sugar or salt, or by learning new skills to keep our brains ticking.
Next we would do some non-strenuous exercise for about half an hour—stretching, yoga, isometrics,
modified zumba, laughter club, aerobics, hula or other types of dancing. The idea was for participants
to see which types of exercise they enjoyed and learn some of the basics so that they could do it not
just on Tuesday mornings, but at home as well if they wanted to. Participants also talked about how
they could stay more active generally—by climbing stairs rather than taking the lift, gardening, and
walking to the local shops.
Finally, we would sample some healthy snacks while sharing news and socialising. Snacks included
various types of low-kilojoule dips with raw vegetables or whole-grain biscuits as ‘dippers’; falafel with
whole-grain pita bread; in-season fruits; and flavoured cottage or ricotta cheeses, or low-kilojoule
cream cheese with different types of sprouts, on whole meal or rye bread. Sometimes participants
would cook specialties from their country of origin, such as lasagna or spring rolls, for the others to
try. One week, two students from Laos and Indonesia joined the group, explaining how to make their
favourite foods and bringing samples for participants to taste.
Active at Any Age was facilitated by Ben O’Connor in third term 2015; by Nancy Lane in fourth term
2015 and first and second term 2016.
Over the three years this program has been running, the participants have become more conscious of
maintaining good health through better nutrition, keeping active, and staying involved in the
community. They have bonded as a group, often attending community events or having coffee
together outside of class (the Viva La Seniors group). Importantly, they have remained open to
developing new friendships as additional people have joined the group. The results are that everyone
in the group is ‘still going strong’--most aged in their 60s and 70s, but some now in their mid-80s!
Centre Adventures and Field Trips
July 2015: A special trip organised by our VU intern Ilksen Oksuz first to
the Shrine of Remembrance continuing our investigation of war and
peacekeeping, a brisk walk through part of the Kings Domain (it was a
bitingly cold day) and then out to Deer Park for lunch and a glimpse of
the Sunshine Mosque Cyprus Turkish Islamic Community of Victoria.
We also enjoyed learning about Ramadan and the holiday following the
month of fasting, Ramadan Bayram.
August: The annual Second Hand and Op shop tour was lead by our former facilitator Robbie Cottrill
(Robbie now works at the Farnham Street Neighborhood Learning Centre). Even the Director bought
some wonderful gifts for his family and friends. Much of the conversation by the group included
catching up with a dear friend.
October: The Melton Botanic Gardens visit proved a revelation to the inner city residents. We toured
the Dryland Eucalyptus Arboretum and had an introduction to the development of the Western
Australian and South Australian Garden Beds and the Victorian Volcanic Plains Aboriginal Plant
Usage Garden joint project sponsored by the Lions Club of Melton. Many of the participants also
purchased plants for their own gardens from the Greylands and Grasslands Nursery.
November: Being the last visit of the year we combined a picnic with our tour. Starting at Point Cook
Central Business District part of the City of Wyndham we then visited RAAF Base Williams, the
birthplace of the Royal Australian Air Force, and the current home of the RAAF Museum. The
wetlands of the Point Cook Coastal Park form part of the Cheetham and Altona Important Bird Area
and an ideal location for our end of year picnic.
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February 2016: Have you ever been for a tour of Carman’s Tunnel? Situated 2.7 Km south of Maldon,
Australia's "First Notable Town." This tunnel was commenced around 1882 by the Great International
Quartz Mining Company, as an attempt to drive a tunnel right through Mt Tarrangower, intersecting
the rich gold-bearing reefs that had been mined previously from shaft type mines on the mount. Work
was abandoned at the end of 1884 after progressing only around 600meters. No gold bearing rock was
cut, but the tunnel gives an excellent insight into the mining techniques of the 1880s. The tunnel was
opened to the public in 1964 by the Maldon Progress Association and is operated today by a
Committee of Management.
March: A field trip to the CERES Community Environment Park continued our theme of conservation
and land management and sustainability and healthy living. CERES is a not-for-loss community
business that runs extensive environmental education programs, urban agriculture projects, green
technology demonstrations and a number of social enterprises including a market, grocery, café,
community kitchen, organic online supermarket and a permaculture and bushfood nursery. A lot of
produce was bought on the day! In addition the group visited the Islamic Museum of Australia as part
of our investigations into art, culture and history.
April: From the largest collection of Kelly Gang armour in Australia to forensic evidence from some of
Melbourne's most notorious crimes. The Victoria Police Museum presents visitors with an intriguing
insight into the social history of policing and crime - Police museum, Northbank
www.policemuseum.vic.gov.au/.
May: This field trip included a look at the dairy industry in the
Yarra Valley particularly milk pricing which had been the subject of
recent media attention. We visited cheese production at the Yarra
Valley Dairy, the history and development of the Coldstream
Brewery and finally a tour of the estate of Helen ‘Nellie’ Porter
Mitchell or Dame Nellie Melba, Australia’s most famous operatic
diva, who built Coombe Cottage in 1912.

PILATES
Pilates has continued to be the most successful Health and Wellbeing program run in conjunction
with City North Physiotherapy http://www.citynorthphysio.com.au/ .
We continued to run several evening classes for people of different abilities and added in a Prenatal
class for one term. Late in Term 1 – 2016 we started two Wednesday morning groups; a Pilates class
and an Older Adults Exercise class. We have been fortunate to have been allowed to use the clubrooms
of the Legion of Australian Ex Servicemen and Women North Melbourne Branch which are located in
Little Errol Lane.
The Older Adults class is designed to meet the needs of an older group of participants. The class
includes aerobics which helps with balance and coordination, specific balance exercises, strengthening
exercises mostly performed in a functional pattern, some floor work for trunk strengthening and
general mobilising. The uptake has been promising and we are aiming to continue to build numbers in
these classes. We are hoping to increase our involvement with this section of the local community.
Within a week of commencing class the group was heading across the road for coffee together so the
class meets social needs as well!
Our ongoing aim is to add Mums and Bubs classes and the involvement of more men in our classes.
Pilates is beneficial to everyone for postural strengthening and flexibility so we aim to keep increasing
our class sizes. Supervised exercise is a great way to increase activity levels in the local population.
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INFORMATION, DIGITAL MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY
ACFE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The Centre is establishing itself as a ‘go to’ place for computer training.

IGadgets - New Technology –Private Tuition
In 2015 we had a number of enquires for computer courses but they didn’t go ahead as we did not
attract the minimum target numbers to make a group cost recovery.
There were a variety of reasons why the students did not join the existing computer classes:
 Didn’t wanted to commit themselves to weekly classes for the term
 The existing class day and time did not suit
 Had specific things they wanted to learn
 Had a desktop
 There wasn’t enough interest to create a class as device type/operating system varied
o Tablet – Apple
o Tablet – Android
o Mobile phone – Apple
o Mobile Phone – Android
o Laptop – Apple
o Laptop – Windows 10
Our trainer, Louise Cindric, noticed on the brochures for other centres that they were offering 1 on 1
tuition and thought we should give it a go.
In 3 cases, once they were vetted, we also agreed to go to their home because
 Had a desktop computer with specific problems
 Was too frail to travel and had a desktop
 Was older (96) and was able to learn better in their own environment
The uptake was quite good considering we had minimal advertising.
As we had positive feedback we decided to trial it in Term 1 2016.
Students were given the opportunity to split the 4 hours’ whichever
way they wanted, all opted for 1 hour blocks.
The students all felt that they gained a lot from the 1 on 1 sessions as
they were fairly intense and specific to their requirements. As the
sessions were in 1 hour blocks, they felt that they had time to go
home to practice and absorb the information. Most were seniors,
with no one to turn to, to help them with their computing needs or their children were too busy. Most
of them had been fumbling along without being shown how to do things properly.
Some topics covered in the sessions were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Functions of the device and the buttons
Security measures such as locking with a pin
Setting up email and Facebook accounts
Housekeeping of email and how it works
Setting up iCloud accounts and backups
Common useful apps and how to download and use them
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Setting up device to be more user friendly
Checking ISP plans and charges
Syncing devices
Virus protection
Putting birthdays in contacts and calendar
Setting up BPAY entries in bank accounts

Sadly one of out initial group Barry Coates has since passed away.
If we can make the program cost recover we believe that there is great benefit all round for 1on1
classes and we should continue to advertise them. Hopefully, as students get more comfortable with
their devices they will see the benefit of joining the group class in the future.

One Step Further
Students that have been coming for quite a few years say that they are still being challenged and
learning. They have been set a project this term that will encompass all the skills that they have learnt
so far. We hope to develop an intermediate program in the future.

NORTH AND WEST MELBOURNE NEWS
Lachlan Marr was appointed editor of the North and West Melbourne News in September 2015. His
education and training is in anthropology, visual culture and education. He has been involved in
several publications and community volunteering roles.
The Editor met with the management committee early in 2016 and outlined the editorial objectives
which were an increased quality of content, consistency in tone, replacing advertorials with stories,
applying a consistent style and format, recognising the quarterly nature of the publication by focusing
on depth of a news story and looking at advertising potential.
The Editor hopes to increase the distribution of the news and will be mounting a stall at this year’s
Spring Fling. Lachlan has embarked on a program of increased engagement with meetings with a wide
range of community groups to engage them more in the News. He invites us all to view the news not
just in the newsprint format but also on
Twitter, Facebook and our Website.

SPRING FLING
The 2015 Spring Fling Street Festival
marked the 38th year since the festival was
started, as a way to celebrate the vibrant
communities of North and West
Melbourne. The Centre’s key goals for the
event were to rectify the public transport
issues faced in 2014, develop new local
business and community partnerships and
continue building on the sustainability of
the festival brand. The team of staff and
volunteers involved with Spring Fling 2015
were able to create a festival program
focused on participative, interactive
activities that included more stallholders,
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performers and new activation spaces than ever before. A total of 120 volunteers assisted with the lead
up and festival day with very positive feedback received about their Spring Fling experience. The
festival has also received excellent feedback from local traders and attendees about the community
spirit, collaboration and atmosphere that it has brought to North and West Melbourne.
The Centre recognises that there is still work to be done to engage all areas of the large festival site and
will continue to work towards bringing vibrancy to these areas. We also hope to continue building
engagement from community agencies and local traders so that Spring Fling can develop into an
activity that is financially sustainable. The Spring Fling team welcomes and encourages the
commitment of our business and community neighbours to work in partnership towards an even
better community festival for North and West Melbourne in 2016.
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FRIENDSHIPS, PARTNERSHIPS AND MEMBERSHIPS
CITY GARDENS
The City Gardens and Community Environmental and Sustainable Gardens Project is a project to
establish and develop sustainable community vegetable and herb gardens which aim to benefit the
immediate and broader community by encouraging healthy living and improved social interaction.
The City Gardens project was established in 2015 by the residents in a strata title 1 housing
development at Abbotsford Street North Melbourne. The project introduced a vertical food growing
system rather than traditional garden beds to allow easy access, maximise space usage and water
efficiency. It uses kitchen compost, worms and bees for pollination as part of a closed loop gardening
system. Essential elements of the project include resident participation, communication and sharing
of knowledge.
The Centre has entered into an auspicing agreement to further the aims and purposes of both
organisations through the development of mutual cooperation, support and economies of scale so that
they may contribute to the growth and capacity of our communities.
Trevor Smith chair of City Gardens Gardening Committee approached The Centre initially. Since then
we have formed a strong relationship.
The first harvest (basil, spring onions, Asian greens) – winter – was shared with the local community
networks. This sharing will continue as part of our ‘healthy living, healthy food’ contribution to our
residents and local communities.

ERROLS ANGELS COMMUNITY CHOIR
The Choir has always believed that its vision must be shared. Errol’s Angels commenced in 2002 as a
program of The Centre. In 2007 the Choir became an Incorporated Association, but still retained its
affiliation with The Centre. The 2015-16 program included:









Choir Practice and Rehearsals – Every Thursday
North Melbourne Public School Twilight Fete performance – March
Errol's Angels doing Java Jive at the North Melbourne Primary School fete ( view at
https://youtu.be/DnVJFfeF-5o )
ANZAC Day – April and
Annual Fundraiser Concert – August
Spring Fling Performance –October
Remembrance Day – November
Errol Street Caroling –December

INC
This year was a time for some serious planning between the six members of the Inner North Cluster
Partnership and its subsidiary the INC Education Advisory & Support Service Co-operative Limited.
The Centre is a foundation member of INC.

1

City Gardens Owners Corporation BCSP 12295 Strata Title ABN 42124279744.
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Our strategic planning determined








It was time for the ‘Partnership to become the Co-op’
To incorporate best practice of Partnership into the Cooperative
Designate roles for managers to play in the Co-op
To expand Board membership
That communications to and from the organisations needs to improve
A need to develop KPIs and clear direction for future with strategic plan in place
To develop greater clarity around increased collaboration and what that might look like

As part of our membership of the INC partnership The Centre has implemented a common audit
program.

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE P/L
During the year The Centre established a social enterprise company to undertake its business
activities. Social Traders2 define social enterprises as organisations that “use the power of the market
place to solve the most pressing societal problems. They are businesses that exist primarily to benefit
the public and the community, rather than their shareholders and owners. Social enterprises are
commercially viable businesses with a purpose of generating social impact. One of the most common
questions [they] get is, 'What is a social enterprise?' In the Australian context, because there is no
legal structure called social enterprise, we define social enterprise as an organisation that:




Is driven by a public or community cause, be it social, environmental, cultural or economic
Derive most of their income from trade, not donations
Use the majority of their profits to work towards their social mission.”

Our first client is the Precinct Association and we have employed two unemployed persons initially.

AUSTRALIAN LEGION OF EX SERVICEMEN AND WOMEN, NORTH
MELBOURNE BRANCH
One participant provided a lighthearted look at the
2015 VP Day ceremony which only reinforces our
commitment to continue to work with the Legion as
they remind us of the real purpose to our community
engagement role.
“Your email about the proceedings for the day just
came through at 2110 on 8th, so I had no idea whether
anyone else would be there or what was happening, or
who needed to make a speech … (I had one in my head
in case) … but I had great faith that you would be there
anyway! That was right.
The whole ceremony was an affirmation of the
Australian system of “taking the mickey”, sometimes
Hawke and Victoria Streets memorial
2

http://www.socialtraders.com.au/learn/dsp-landing.cfm?loadref=95
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known as the Monty Python scenario. Let’s face it, after all your efforts, nothing worked!
It was impossible to raise the flag even with the President doing his best. The PA system was not
useful - did we really think there was a power point next to the cenotaph? The Legion’s bullhorn’s
batteries were flat … I told them we could shout louder when we needed …! A couple of the ladies I
had worded up earlier thought they might think of a prayer - but that got lost, because we mixed up
the Lord’s Prayer and the Twenty Third Psalm. Someone was delegated to place the wreath on behalf
of the Legion - but he used ours instead! The MC forgot the start of the Ode … but I prompted him …
it was alright. We conducted the absence of the Last Post with proper decorum, and then stayed silent
for nearly a minute, after which we tried really hard to find “Rouse” - but he wasn’t there. We
imagined the raising of the flag back to its proper place, but since the City of Melbourne hadn’t
repaired the flagpole it didn’t happen. We sang the “National Anthem” … have you ever heard me
sing? … we stuck with the first verse only.
Then we thanked ourselves for being there, and we knew that what we did was important.
If no-one thinks of the importance of peace how will we ever attain it?
These people represent the commitment of ordinary people to support our remarkable freedom.”

VIVA LA SENIORS
We have supported the development of a seniors group that has grown out of the various programs
engaging elders in our community. This social inclusion activity based group is a vibrant collection
reflecting the diversity of our district.

NETWORK WEST
The Centre is a member of this network of neighbourhood houses. We presented at the local
Neighbourhood House network Orientation and Innovation Tour in November 2016. Our focus was
the Spring Fling Festival as an innovation.

MEMBERSHIPS
The Centre is a member of several other organisations and peak bodies:











APRA|AMCOS Australian Performing Right Association and Australasian Mechanical Copyright
Society
Jobs Australia
Neighbourhood Houses Victoria
Network West
North Melbourne Agency Collective
North West Melbourne Association Inc.
North and West Melbourne Precinct Association Inc.
Our Community
VCOSS
Volunteering Victoria.
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HUMAN RESOURCES
GOVERNANCE
The management committee details appear in the official financial report appended to this Annual
Report.
The committee under the leadership of the association Secretary undertook a wide range of activities
but this year concentrated on several compliance matters in particular




Risk management – a major review was completed
Solvency – a regular formal review of The Centre’s solvency became a feature of each meeting
Privacy and security – information and communication processes were reviewed.

VOLUNTEERS, INTERNS AND PLACEMENTS
The Centre was a recipient of a Department of Social Services Volunteer Grants 2015 which will enable
us to purchase some well needed support equipment for our volunteers.
1.

The Spring Fling team began recruiting volunteer coordinators for the festival in March 2015 and
operated with a leadership team of 13 people, including the Festival Director, Operations &
Logistics Coordinator and all Volunteer Coordinators. Volunteer Coordinating positions are
advertised and filled through a standard job interview process. These coordinators are provided
with job descriptions, project outcome expectations and ongoing and training and skills
development. A key part of each Coordinator’s role is to work directly with the Festival Director to
deliver a specific element of the event.
Festival day volunteer applications were open from July 2015 and we received a positive response
resulting in approximately 100 people applying to volunteer and 80 people attending shifts on
event day. The total volunteer contribution for 2015 has been calculated as 1480 hours and
$47,256 value to The Centre3.

2. We always enjoy the support from a wide range of people who want to volunteer.
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3

The former Victorian Department of Planning and Community Development determined in its report The Economic Value of
Volunteering in Victoria, December 2012, to use the ABS national accounts estimate for “average compensation per employee”
which in 2015 values as $31.93 casual per hour based on the NHACE Collective Agreement.
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and some of them are:
a. Don Mooney Coordinator Marketing, Social Media & Promotions
The Australian Cartoon Museum Inc.
b. Placements from Hong Kong Baptist University Wai Chu Wong (Freeman), Chan Hoi
Wing (Jace) and Chan Yin Chun (Chloe) and our own local universities and colleges Ilksen
Oksuz , Nicolette Payne, Tatiana Echeverri, Lauren Barker, Jessica Nguyen, Jessica
Pethick, Renuka Herath, Finian Kelly
c. Shaahen Merchant, Sonia Sharma, Venkat Atluri, Geraldine, Marie Toga, Maneesha
Rankoshge, Julie Halls, Isabel, Dan Tuturas, Louise El Ali, Phoebe Imms, Daniel Wilson,
Callum Humphrys, Lilyan Durnam, Maddadigz Fernando, Steven Petersen, Yi Lin and
Pat.

STAFFING
Throughout this report we have reflected on the staff and consultants who make the services and
programs of The Centre possible. They are –
STAFF
Emma
Frances
Louise
Marlene
Michael J
Michele
Perla
Ragnhild

McCashney

Events Coordinator

McMillan

Foundation Skills Coordinator

Cindric

IT Administrator

Habib

Tutor - Creative Arts

Halls

Director

Clifton

Information and Administration Officer [1]

Gerlic

Information and Administration

Hannah

Business and Operations
[1] End December 2015

CONSULTANTS
City North Physiotherapy
MBG Education Pty Ltd
MLC Developments Pty Ltd

Health and Wellbeing Program
Accredited Programs
Information, Digital Media and Technology Program

Off the Chain Productions

Spring Fling Program

Phil Bodey (OTC Productions)

Spring Fling Program

Robbie Cotrill

Health and Wellbeing Program

Habitactics Pty Ltd

Health and Wellbeing Program

Leadership Innovations

Health and Wellbeing Program

Carolynne A Venn

Community Development Consultant

Ruby Spokes

Operations and Logisitics Consultant

INC

Financial Management services
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ENGAGEMENT
The Centre’s current program participation rates are listed below. Over the 2015 calendar year we had
649 participants in programs registered on the participant database an increase of 75%. In the first
half of 2016 we had 468 participants which has also increased by just under 75%.

1.

HEALTH AND WELLBEING
2014

2015

2016

a. Pilates

103

73

81

b. Active at any age

13

15

c. Drop In Morning Teas and seasonal lunches

20

15

d. Centre Adventures

29

21

a. Event Management

17

7

3

b. Media (see News)

-

-

-

c. Teachers Aide

24

14

45

d. Vocational and further education

33

24

5

e. Creative Industries

0

4

11

f. Information & Communications Technology

48

23

22

g. Foundation Skills/CSfW

44

13

52

h. Career Development

-

-

4

a. Volunteer program

34

34

25

b. Spring Fling

76

0

26

c. N&WM News

15

10

31

d. Errol’s Angels Community Choir

35

41

34

a. Art Warriors & Heroes

19

4

0

b. GHP: Global Homework Program

53

61

63

c. Family participation and support fund

0

N/A

N/A

a. Information service

319

-

544

b. INC Education and Advisory Service

8

-

3

2.

3.

4.

3.
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

CHILDREN AND YOUTH

RESOURCE, INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Every effort has been made to ensure that the information provided in this Annual Report and any
material available from it is accurate. However, under no circumstances, including, but not limited to,
negligence, shall The Centre be liable for any special, incidental or consequential damages that result
from the use of, or the inability to use, the materials in this report. Nor does The Centre make any
representations regarding the opinions or the information provided in this report and any material
available from it in terms of its correctness, accuracy, reliability, or otherwise.
Please accept our sincere apologies if we have omitted your name or an activity which you feel should
have been included. The report represents a snapshot of a point in time only.
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